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Introduction

This is Broadgate Mainland’s third annual
Digital Trends report, our landmark opinion
survey among financial services media on 
digital and social media. 

This year’s data provides excellent insight into how 
the growth of digital channels and participatory 
media is shaping editorial practices. Journalists give
their views on how companies should respond to 
the challenges and opportunities presented by 
emerging media.  

This year we have added new questions to track the
evolving landscape and capture emerging trends.  Over
the past year the growing use of Twitter and 
emergence of smartphones have become two key
themes. How have journalists reacted to this? How is
this technology influencing their work? This survey 
provides some answers to these questions. 
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Executive Summary

Journalists become community managers

Journalists are increasingly involved in considering
their online publication’s relationship with audiences
and managing these communities within their own
online sites and other external channels and forums,
such as LinkedIn. 

The rise of sophisticated digital tastes

While companies agonise over the growing expectation
that their brands should become more ‘social’, 
journalists have definite views about how best 
companies should be operating in this space and they
want to set the engagement rules for this interaction. 

A print byline falls in popularity over web hits

The number of hits a story receives has become the
most popular measure of journalist success, followed
by how an article is shared online. Receiving 
prominence in the print edition is in third place.  

Offline PR relationships ‘vital’ despite growth 
of Twitter

It is increasingly popular for some company 
spokespeople and industry experts to be on Twitter, but
the importance of traditional PR relationships are only
reinforced or supplemented by Twitter. 

Phone and email are best methods for 
PR pitching

In the digital media age, not one journalist said they
would prefer to be pitched through Twitter or LinkedIn,
proving the traditional telephone and email 
is not dead. However, understanding individual 
journalists’ preferences is increasingly important as
channels expand. 

Company websites need focus and 
investment

While brands mull over social networking decisions,
they should pay primary attention to their website, as it
is the most important research tool used by journalists.
Journalists feel better about the level of information on
company websites but there is still plenty of room for
improvement and companies should consider how their
site appears on a smartphone.
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Executive Summary

Top sites chosen by journalists

Fidelity and Headlinemoney were named the top 
financial services company websites followed by
Hargreaves Lansdown and Standard Life. 

Twitter use is important for media relations 
in the sector

This social network has grown in popularity over the
past year, from one third to half of all journalists using
this tool, confirming the importance of this channel for
media relations in the sector. 

Too busy for video, well, at least without 
a transcript

Video may be an excellent way to present 
direct-to-customer messages, but nearly four in ten 
journalists do not have time to watch them. Producing
a transcript is seen as essential to assist.  

Paywalls are not the answer to squeezed 
digital budgets

Only a quarter of journalists believe that paywalls are
the way forward for generating revenue. In contrast
almost two thirds felt that banner advertising was the
answer. 

Content is being adapted for smartphones

Around half of journalists are now adapting their 
content so it can be easily read on smartphones. 

Journalists believe print is relatively 
sustainable

Digital evangelists are quick to talk about the death of
print, but only two in ten journalists think that their 
publication will cease to publish a print edition in the
next five-to-ten years. 
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Community Management 

Are readers able to comment on some or 
all of your online stories?

The rise of conversational journalism is one of the 
key phenomena of the digital media age. Providing 
opportunity for people to participate in the news 
agenda at differing levels, whether it is angry 
comments by an internet ‘troll’, a scoop tip-off or a case
study.  But just how widespread is this practice among
financial journalists? This year’s survey reveals that
more than eight in ten journalists say that their stories
are now open for comment.
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Do you see your role as a journalist increasingly
involved with considering and managing your
publication’s online community? 

The days when journalists filed copy down the 
telephone to the typing pool and then skipped off to the
local watering hole are long gone. Modern day 
journalists are increasingly concerned about being
involved in online conversations and engaging with
their readers. Eight in ten journalists surveyed said 
they are increasingly involved in considering their 
publication’s online community and many were willing
to share the types of activities they engaged in. These
included moderating Twitter and LinkedIn discussions,
distributing content to niche audiences, pushing 
content across forums, email alerts and news feeds, to
moderating comments and reviewing site statistics.
One journalist said: “I see our titles as being embedded
in the audience’s daily workflow. I think we are part of
a conversation with the audience.” Another described it
thus: “Writing for a website speeds up the whole
process, from hearing about a story to getting it 
published. Deadlines now break down by the minute
rather than daily, weekly or monthly which means the
working day has to be far more organised yet flexible at
the same time.”

As one journalist noted, a lot of time is spent 
“sifting through content”. Another described his 
approach to community management as “erratic but
essential”.

Yes 81%

No 19%

Yes 81%

No 19%
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Twitter

How do you use Twitter? 

The most popular pastime on Twitter is studying the 
interactions of others – financial journalists have
become social media ‘voyeurs’. Fifty six per cent said
they listened in on conversations on Twitter, with
researching stories and chatting with friends and 
colleagues following as the second and third most 
popular uses. 

Chatting with spokespeople were interactions carried 
out by nearly three in 10 users. What’s clear from the
research is that regardless of whether you want to 
participate actively on Twitter, journalists see value in
being able to use the site to gather information. 
The research suggests that they prefer informal 
conversations within their groups. This voyeuristic
approach to Twitter should be taken into consideration
when managing the reputation of a company online.
The PR arm of a company should be monitoring the
activity of journalists and members of the public. High
profile members of the company should also be careful
when tweeting and remember that the social network is
a public platform. 

Research stories 48%

Chat with friends/colleagues 47%

Chat with spokespeople 28%

Listen in on conversations 56%

Tweet through a personal feed 41%

Tweet through a company feed 46%

How much do high-profile personalities and
spokespeople on Twitter influence who you
quote in your articles?

Such is the power of a few well-known financial 
services spokespeople that they have become super
influencers. The transparency of Twitter enables 
anyone to witness their influence in newsgathering and
the power of their interactions with journalists. But the
research suggests that this level of influence is the
exception and not the rule. Only 2% said that the 
presence of these super influencers impacted who was
quoted in their articles; while a third said that it had a
slight impact. In contrast, nearly two-thirds said that it
made no impact at all, suggesting that social media
does have a role but you can’t rely on it to raise 
your profile. Many of the super influencers in financial 
services combine their online presence with developing
relationships offline.

It plays a big role 2%

Slightly 33%

Not at all 65%
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Facebook 15%

Twitter 54%

LinkedIn 50%

Company Websites 97%

Blogs 59%

Forums 45%

Research

Never 16%

Once a day 32%

2 or 3 times a day 23%

More than 5 times a day 29%

Do you use the following tool to research 
your stories?

Sadly for some, the days when a journalist could call up
a file full of yellowing press cuttings from the library are 
long gone. However, in the 21st century, journalists
have embraced a variety of third-party online resources
for research purposes, as well as the digital record 
of their own publication. At the top of the external
research popularity list is company websites, used by
97% of respondents, which highlights the importance of
ensuring that a corporate website is kept up-to-date,
has user friendly media pages, is optimised to rank
above its peer group and is intuitive to navigate. 

Last year, just over a third of journalists used social media

sites such as Twitter as a research medium. This year
54% of respondents said they use Twitter and social
media for research while online forums and blogs
remain largely the same, being used by 45% and 59%
of respondents respectively. This clearly highlights the
importance of ensuring that a company’s social media
presence needs to be carefully monitored to ensure
that companies can be aware of reputational issues
and respond accordingly.

How often do you read blogs and visit social
media sites (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn etc) 
to keep up with research?

Blogs and social media sites remain at the core of
research tools for financial journalists with nearly 30% 
of respondents checking them more than five times a 
day and nearly 84% checking them once a day or more 
frequently. The results are unsurprising, given the 
speed with which social media sites, especially Twitter, 
break news.
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Corporate Communications 

81%

45.5%

54.5%

63.2%

88.8% 83.3%

36.8%

11.2%

16.7%

19%
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Yes No

Would you like to receive news about a 
company through relevant social media sites?

While journalists are happy to use Twitter and its social
media peers for monitoring developing news stories,
they are far more reluctant about receiving company
announcements via this route.

Over 54% of respondents said they did not want 
to receive company news via Twitter and nearly 89%
would be unhappy to see Facebook used for this 
purpose. While use of video may be on the rise as 
a digital communications medium, it is not seen by 
journalists as a suitable vehicle for corporate 
information – 83% of respondents said that they do not
want to receive company information in this way.

What’s your preferred method of being 
pitched to by PRs?

PRs are operating in an increasingly pluralistic media
landscape and understanding how journalists prefer 
to be approached is becoming more important. All 
journalists surveyed last year preferred receiving press
releases by email as opposed to social media. Yet, 
this year, 81% of journalists said they would prefer to
be pitched to by PRs over email. Almost two in ten
journalists said they preferred the personal approach of
the ‘dog and bone’. Not one journalist said they would
prefer to be pitched to through Twitter or LinkedIn.
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Corporate  Communications

Press release distribution 43%

Answer journalist requests 54%

Informal conversations 82%

Pitching story ideas 35%

How best should companies be using 
social media?

It is no longer surprising that social media plays 
a major role in journalistic newsgathering and 
storytelling, but companies require a degree of 
etiquette training to navigate these interactions.
Posting media requests and stories has become a 
popular way for journalists to cut through the noise of
email and grab PRs’ attention, with more than half of all
journalists saying that answering journalists’ requests 
is a one of the best ways that companies can use 
social media. 

Four in ten journalists see social media as a good 
press release distribution channel and just over one 
third say that firms should be pitching story ideas 
through this medium. However, more than eight in 
10 journalists say that social media is of most use for 
engaging in informal conversations and building 
relationships. 

Companies should not only have a presence on 
appropriate social media but also modify their 
language and PR approach so it suits a new level of 
informality. But reacting to the speed, proliferation 
and transparency of social media for many is a big 
corporate challenge. Not all journalists are smitten
though.

Two journalists surveyed warned on over reliance.
“Overall, I think it is called ‘social’ media for a reason
and email and the telephone are more valuable
resources to swap information between us.” Another
adds: “I’m not on Twitter, and don’t look at Facebook
and don’t want to be forced to by companies insisting
this is the only way to contact me.”
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How can company newsrooms be improved? 

Although the general feeling is that journalists agree
that financial services websites have improved 
compared to the last two years, journalists still find 
that news releases aren’t updated often enough (79% 
compared to the 61% from last year). Difficulty finding
relevant information, such as contact details was 
mentioned as the biggest issue with 86% of people
agreeing that contact details need to be updated more
often. The third most important area that could be
improved was the provision of image libraries that are
regularly updated. 

It is worth highlighting that 30% of respondents 
considered that a website can be improved by being 
readable on a smartphone. Journalists like to check
things on the move from their smartphone devices and
would appreciate companies investing in this area.

Updated press releases 79%

Updated contact details 86%

Image libraries 64%

Spokesperson biographies 47%

Company background 54%

RSS feeds 20%

Newsletter sign-up 30%

Being able to read it on 
a smartphone 30%

Company Websites

When you visit a financial services company
website, is it easy to find the information 
(e.g. contact details) you need? 

According to the poll, 97% of respondents use 
company websites to research stories, revealing that
they are still the primary source of information, and the
importance of keeping a well maintained website.
Second to websites are blogs with 59% of respondents
gleaning information from these platforms. 

More progress has been made in improving financial 
services company websites, 62% of respondents said
that they could find what they were looking for 
compared with 50% last year. This question shows that
financial services companies have started taking note
and improvements have been made, although there is
still room for further progress. 
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Yes 62%

No 38%
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Do you think company videos are an effective
way of communicating to journalists?

A total of 32% of journalists considered that videos are
not an effective way of communicating with them and in
38% of cases this is because they do not have time to
watch them. However, the 24% that like the idea of
receiving news/information through videos would also
prefer to see the transcript of the video. 

Although the number of journalists keen to receive 
information by video is still low, it would be interesting
to see what happens next year. As seen by the 
responses, journalists are aware that quality videos
with transcripts can provide them with a good and quick
overview of a piece of news or information.

Yes

Yes, but would prefer a transcript alongside

No

I don’t have time to watch them

Name your top three financial services 
company or organisations websites?

In the eyes of journalists who completed our survey,
Fidelity is doing something right as it has gone from 
not even being in the top five last year to the top of 
the table with the same number of mentions as the 
financial services information website Headlinemoney.
Hargreaves Lansdown was third compared to first last
year. Standard Life came fourth.

It is interesting to note that the insurance sector did 
not get any votes. Also, it is worth highlighting 19% of 
respondents couldn’t think of any good websites.

Company Websites

6%

24%

32%

38%

Joint first place
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With the recent launch of standalone app 
newspapers like the Daily News, do you think
your publication/broadcast media outlets will
produce an app version in the next 3-5 years?

An overwhelming 60% of respondents agreed that their
media outlet will produce an app version in the next 
3-5 years, with some respondents noting that their 
publication already has one. 

However, some respondents felt that unless there 
was a significant return on the investment involved in 
building an app, there was no need for it as the content
is already available on mobile sites. 

Over a third of respondents were unable to comment
on whether they felt their publication would produce a 
standalone app, with one respondent noting that the 
difficulty with these apps is the age old dilemma of “the
dysfunction between silver surfers and old dogs not 
prepared to learn new tricks.”

Yes 60%

No 4%

Don’t know 36%

Mobile Technology

Are you adapting your editorial content to 
suit smartphones?

Nearly half of respondents agreed that their publication
is adapting its content to suit smartphones. This 
highlights increasing emphasis for stories to be 
smartphone friendly for people always on the move.
Audiences are increasingly using smartphones to
source stories and research, revealing that editorial
content that is more easily accessible will be more 
popular in future. 

Yes 49%

No 51%
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For print journalists, do you think your 
publication will cease to publish a print 
edition in the next 5-10 years?

Digital evangelists have been quick to herald the 
impending extinction of the printed word, but most 
financial journalists do not believe print is dead.  While
two in 10 journalists think that their publication will
cease to publish a print edition in the next 5-10 years,
eight in 10 say they expect to see it continue, well, at
least until then. 
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Digital v Print

What is the best way to measure the 
popularity of your stories?

Digital is the definitive benchmarking tool when it
comes to measuring the popularity of journalists’
stories.  Seventy per cent of respondents indicated 
that the number of web hits was the conclusive 
measure of success compared to only 45% who voted
for prominence in their print edition.

At last journalists have the chance to scientifically 
measure the power of their written word rather than 
relying on the ‘snail mail’ bag to confirm if their article
has hit the right notes.

Syndication of written material is also considered 
a sign of success. Fifty two per cent rated sharing
through other digital and social media means was a
good measurement tool and more specifically retweets
via Twitter.

Prominence of article in print edition 45%

Number of retweets 30%

Number of hits 70%

Seeing it being shared 52%
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Yes 21%

No 79%
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Are you optimising stories for search engine 
optimisation (SEO) so they appear prominently
on search engines and social media sites?

While journalists may value the number of hits stories
receive from their readers as the most important 
vestige of success, their attitude to search engine 
optimisation (SEO) remains largely unchanged to what
it was a year ago with just over half (55% compared to
56% in 2010) of all respondents optimising their stories
for search engines.

Anecdotal feedback suggests that they are not 
prepared to compromise editorial style in return for 
digital popularity. Journalists prefer to use catchy 
headlines to entice readers as opposed to using 
density of popular keywords, and other SEO 
techniques, to draw in the reader. Of course a story 
that attracts lots of hits is likely to rise to the top of 
the digital pile proving the pen can be mightier than 
the algorithm!

Which business model is the best way to
secure a return on investment (ROI) for online
media?

While the digital age has squeezed many margins, 
journalists have definite views about revenue 
generation.

Sixty per cent of respondents believe banner 
advertising is the most effective way of generating ROI
online while only 10% felt that Google Adwords, the
world’s largest advertising medium, was an effective
way of raising revenue. Paywalls attracted only 26% 
of respondents support. As 57% of respondents to 
this survey were from trade publications it highlights
that they are not confident of converting people from 
receiving free copies of the publication to paying for
access to a digital publishing platform.

Banner advertising 47%

Advertorials 19%

Paywalls 26%

Webinars 18%

Syndication of Google Adwords 10%

Not sure 39%

Income and Search Engine 
Optimisation 50
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30
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Yes 55%

No 45%
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About Respondents

What title best describes your role?

More than half of respondents classed themselves
as journalists or writers; with 46% this year stating
they have the title of editor/editorial. About 10%
classed themselves as a correspondent/columnist.

What type of publication do you work on?

More than half of respondents worked (57%) on 
a trade newspaper or magazine; 27% worked for 
an online service, 12% work for a daily newspaper
and 11% work at a weekly newspaper, providing a
good sample of different types of journalists across
the financial services media.

Which best describes your area of focus 
in your work as a financial journalist?

Of the respondents in the third annual survey, 57%
described themselves as City/business journalists,
37% consumer affairs/personal finance and 6% 
management/industrial relations/HR journalists. 
There was a slight increase in consumer 
affairs/personal finance journalist participating in
this year’s survey, up by 7%. 

Methodology

The data was collated via a questionnaire emailed
to a database of financial journalists across 
trade, consumer, online and broadcast titles. 
A total of 100 financial journalists completed 
the questionnaire either by telephone or online
between 10 March and 7 April 2011.

A sample of respondents’ comments by question (unedited):

How often do you read blogs and visit
social media sites (Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn etc.) to keep up with research?

“Still prefer press releases by email - easy to 
miss stuff on twitter.”

“I'm not on Twitter and don't look at Facebook
and don't want to be forced to by companies
insisiting this is the only way to contact me.”

“Overall, I think it is called 'social' media for 
a reason and email and the telephone are 
more valuable resources to swap information 
between us.”

“Would prefer to have proper calls/meetings.”

“Never - much more helpful if we're sent 
the information direct/we talk direct to 
companies/agencies - that way we are also 
alerted the instant news becomes available.”

How can company newsrooms be
improved? 

“Would like straightforward communications."

“Press page not buried on the home page, figures
and data available on the website.”

“Company structure and charts.”

“More quotable research especially in archive.”

“Images in particular!”

“Up-to-date press releases.”

“Keep news and market reports more up-to-date.”

“Not enough out of hours numbers on sites 
for Sunday/late stories.”

“Easy to find and correct contact details are all
that is needed - but you'd be surprised how rare
that is!”

© Broadgate Mainland Ltd
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A sample of respondents’ comments by question (unedited continued):

Do you see your role as a journalist
increasingly involved with considering
and managing your publication's 
online community?

“Be involved in online conversation, promote 
website and comments.”

“I see our titles as being embedded in the 
audience's daily workflow. I think we are part of 
a conversation with the audience.”

“To a certain extent - there are allocated people
who monitor the number of clicks and the 
comments on each article.”

“Creating dedicated online sites for targeted 
markets.”

“Dedicated team to manage online community.”

“It depends on the channel. However, even our
news editors realise there are different audiences
between print and online, so are less jealous of
stories nowadays.”

“Managing databases, targeting digital content 
at specific niches.”

“A lot of time and sifting through content.”

“Occasionally responding directly to comments 
(it impossible to do this with everyone though 
as I haven't the time).”

“Various aspects including comment moderation
on stories and moderation of our forum for 
users. We need to be aware of the legal risks 
of 'publishing' other people's comments.”

“Comment moderation, interaction with readers
on comment function.”

“Regular Tweeting and encouraging my team of
journalists to do the same.”

“Live blogging, Tweeting, creating multiple stories
for online that will not appear in the magazine.”

“Erratic but essential.”

“Almost exclusively working for the web.”

“The senior editorial staff shares the responsibility
for moderating the comments on our stories. We
are also starting to commission stories specifically
for the web to spark debate on particular issues.”

“Reading comments, and adding my own.”

“Interaction with people who comment on the 
site - can lead to stories. Responding to 
comments on the site directly - improves 
contacts/relationships.”

“Useful - it works both ways, it's very helpful
knowing what our readership is talking about.”

“Writing for a website speeds up the whole
process from hearing about a story to getting it
published. Deadlines now break down by the
minute rather than daily, weekly or monthly which
means the working day has to be far more 
organised yet flexible at the same time.”

“Moderating LinkedIn groups, engaging via
Twitter / Linkedin discussions, email alerts, and
news feeds.”

“Getting suggestions.”
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A sample of respondents’ comments by question (unedited continued):

Do you think corporate videos are 
an effective way of communicating to 
journalists?

“If you don't know a person videos are useful.”

“I watch them sometimes and I like to have the
transcripts. It is useful if videos are divided into
chapters, so you can watch the part you are 
interested in.”

“Unless I can use video content in my 
media outlet.”

“They are getting better.”

“Good idea but not often enough time to 
watch them - they are often very long.”

“Depends often on the profile of the person.”

“No, unless it is live.”

“They can be boring to watch.”

“Corporate videos are generally repellant due 
to the prominence of a company sales line... 
corporate personnel being interviewed by news
organisations works much better.”

“They are generally crap, so save your time and
money and don't bother. I haven't time to watch
most of them in any case.”

“I can’t imagine a worse way to communicate 
to journalists.”

“Most corporate videos are far too long, anything
longer than 3 mins and I'll switch off.”

“Why would I waste the time being spun to on
video?? Unless it was something so outrageous
or amusing as to make a diary story.”

“Only if the video reflects pertinent questions.”

“I'm not sure - I've never seen one. But it is 
probably quicker just to read a written statement
than watch a video - and a video would definitely
need a transcript alongside it.”

Which business model is the best to
secure a return on investment for online
media? 

“Subscription”

“Targeted advertising focused on 
audience profile.”

“As part of a wider PR strategy, online 
advertising is invaluable.”

“All of the above and more.”

“A mixture, but depends which website.”

“Nobody has yet found a model that works 
generally - Ask Rupert Murdoch?.”

Do you have any additional comments 
you would like to add?

“There is a danger of information overload when
using new technologies. Maintaining links to the
standard way of disseminating info means at
least you can manage it.”

“A lot of the above views are evolving. I don't
think anyone has all the answers on social media,
and anyone who tells you they do is wrong!”

“There is a big difference between the qualities 
of different fund group's websites.”

“I still think the media industry is trying to make
sense of the rise of digital media and how to 
protect/generate revenue streams. 
It is all good and well to embrace 
twitter/facebook/apps etc, but a lot of companies
seem to be producing a lot of content for free
through these media without a clear plan on how
to monetise it. Not sustainable.”

“Social media is vastly overrated. It is just noise.”

“The power of print is still greatly underestimated,
particularly in business journalism - a lot of 
people only have time to read round-ups on their 
industry/specialism in the form of a weekly paper,
which they will typically look through as they 
travel. On most transport routes web reception 
is still poor, so this is not time they can use to
read the Internet in any case.”
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Thank you for reading our Digital 
Trends 2011 Survey. 

We would like to hear your views and feedback for 

future surveys. Broadgate Mainland provides a range of 

solutions to help businesses manage digital and social

media.

Feedback

We would like to thank participants for their time in 

completing the survey and for those who have taken time

to read the results.

Please get in touch with Mark Knight, 

Sarah Evans-Toyne or Tania Vie Riba on:

digitaltrends@broadgatemainland.com

Telephone: 020 7726 6111

www.twitter.com/BM_PRNews

www.facebook.com/BroadgateMainland

www.linkedin.com/company/broadgate-mainland-pr

15 Basinghall Street, London EC2V 5BR

Telephone: +44 (0) 020 7726 6111  www.broadgatemainland.com
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